Collection List
Your personalized Photo Shoot includes preshoot consultation, wardrobe review, hair &
make-up makeover, up to 5 outfit changes,
creative posing direction during shoot and a
follow-up reveal consultation.
$190

Gallery Albums – The most popular and
requested of my collections! Showcase your
most treasured (retouched) collection of photos
in a sophisticated matted album, creamycoloured Pearl Iguana texture, with matching
box. Album cover is frosted acrylic, showing off
your most favourite photograph first.
Two sizes are available with your choice of;
* 10 pages / photos in mats
9” x 9” = $500 or 12” x 12” = $600
* Most purchased collection - 20 pages / mats
9” x 9” = $1000 or 12” x 12” = $1000
* 30 pages / photos in mats
9” x 9” = $1500 or 12” x 12” = $1500
Albums include a personalized flash drive of your high-res images.
(Album image belongs to Sue Bryce, Photographer)

Portrait Folios – Enjoy showing off your
favourite two images (retouched) on your desk,
mantle or table in these classy standing displays.
Creamy-coloured Iguana-skin material, incredibly
stylish.
Gift Size - 2.5” x 3.5” - 2 images
Double Folio - 9 x 9” - 2 images
Double Folio - 12 x 12” - 2 images

$50
$150
$300

www.carolynclarkephotography.com
604-989-8885

Folio Collection Boxes - Classy, artful
boxes to privately contain your most favourite
images, printed on beautiful paper and mounted
to keep safely as lifetime treasures. Easy to keep
in a bedside table or privately tucked away.
6 images - $600, 10 - $1000, 20 - $1500

Canvasses - Come in colour and B & W, made
with exceptionally superior quality of
reproduction and materials. Ready to hang on
your wall, these make outstanding gifts!
8” x 10” = $150
16” x 24” = $250

Black Wooden Framed Enlargements
If you are looking for a wall-ready portrait, this is
your answer. A classy, contemporary look 11” x 14” with your choice of a black or white mat
board, it is completely ready to hang and enjoy!
$150

Wall Portraits
Mounted and matted, ready for your choice of
frame (Framing add $100)
8x10 - $100
11x14 - $200,
16x20 - $300
24x30 - $400

Digital Flashdrive Collection
A personalized flash drive of all of your high
resolution images from your session is included
with the purchase of a Gallery Album, otherwise
costs $1000. Don’t miss out on having all of your
amazing photos, for great overall value.
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